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natural elements. The power-works lying too high and
built unsuitably are torn down and separated into their
primitive constituents, the original flow of water being thus
re-established. Nevertheless the unconscious continues to
make symbols which one might obviously continue to reduce
to their elements, ad infinitum. But man can never rest
satisfied with the natural course of things, because he always
has an excess of libido that can be offered a more favourable
outlet than the merely natural one ; accordingly he inevitably
goes in search of it, no matter how often he 'may be forced
by reduction back into the natural channels* We have
therefore reached the conviction that when the unsuitable
structures have been reduced, and the natural course of
things restored, the possibility of a normal life being thus
attained, reduction is not to be pushed further. Instead
there should be a reinforcement of the symbol-forming
tendency in a synthetic direction, so that a more favourable
gradient for the excess of libido may be found.
Reduction to the natural condition is for men neither an
ideal nor a panacea, If the natural were really the ideal
condition, then the primitive would be leading an enviable
existence. But that is by no means so, for together with
all the other sorrows and fatigues of human life, the primitive
is tortured by superstitions, anxieties, and compulsions
to such a degree that, if he lived in our civilization, he could not
be described as other than profoundly neurotic, if not indeed
mad. What would one say of a European who conducted
himself in the following fashion ? A negro had a dream in
which he was pursued by his enemies, caught and burned
alive. The next day he got his relatives to make a fire,
and had himself laid with his feet in the fire, under the con-
viction that this apotropaeic1 ceremony would forestall
the mishap of which he had dreamed. He was so badly
burned that for many months he was unable to stir.2
1	Apotropaeic, that wMch averts.
2	L6vy-Bruhl, Le$ fonctions mntah$t p» 54,

